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About the Topic: We review evidence on the characteristics of the most effective teacher professional development 
(PD) programs, present new data from around the world on the actual characteristics of large-scale teacher PD 
programs, and demonstrate where existing PD programs could be more effective based on evidence. We propose a 
standard set of 70 indicators—the In-Service Teacher Training Survey Instrument (ITTSI)—for reporting on such 
programs as a prerequisite for understanding the characteristics of interventions that lead to improved student 
learning. We apply the ITTSI to PD programs in low- and middle-income countries that have been evaluated 
rigorously. Across 26 programs with impact evaluations and student learning results, those programs that provide 
complementary materials, focus on a specific subject, and include follow-up visits tend to show higher gains. We 
then apply the ITTSI to a sample of 48 government-funded, at-scale PD programs across 14 countries. This analysis 
uncovers a sharp gap between the characteristics of teacher training programs that evidence suggests are effective and 
the global realities of most teacher training programs.  




